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1. Introduction 
 Given a right triangle ΓAB , there is another right triangle which naturally arises 
from ΓAB , and which seems to have escaped much attention. In Figure 1, a nonisosceles 
triangle (with right angle at the vertex A) is depicted.  Let O be the midpoint of the 
hypotenuse ΓB , which of course is also the center of the triangles’ circumscribed circle.  
Consider the line segment AO ; it divides the right triangle ΓAB  into two noncongruent 
isosceles triangles  and , each having area ABO OAΓ E21 , where E is the area of triangle 
ΓAB .  Let  and  be respectively the centers of the circumscribed circles of 
triangles  and . 
1O 2O
ABO OAΓ
 It is triangle , which is the subject matter of this work.  Note that since 21OOO
ΓAB  is a nonisosceles triangle, one of the points  and  must lie in the exterior of 1O 2O
ΓAB , while the other in its interior.  Specifically if length γβ =>=Γ ABA , then  
lies in the exterior of
2O
ΓAB , while  in its interior (as in Figure 1 – while when1O γβ < , it 
is the other way around). 
 In Section 3, we easily show by using a few simple geometric arguments, that 
 is indeed a right triangle, similar to triangle21OOO ΓAB . 
 In Section 4, we computationally establish formulas for the lengths 21 , OOOO , 
and 21OO ; in terms of triangle ΓAB ’s sidelengths γβα ,, .  These are simple rational 
expressions.  We also compute the area of  in terms of21OOO γβα ,, . 
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 In Section 2, we derive the formula ER 4
αβγ= , for any triangle ΓAB ; where R is the 
radius of the circumscribed circle, and E the triangle’s area (see Figure 2). 
 We make use of this result in Section 4. 
 In Section 5, we take a look at the nearby trapezoid , where  is the 
midpoint of the segment 
2211 OMMO 1M
OB , and  the midpoint of 2M ΓO .  We calculate the trapezoid’s 
four sidelengths, as well as its two diagonal lengths 122 MOd =  and 211 MOd = ; and 
also this trapezoid’s area. 
 In Section 6, some number theory enters the picture.  We consider the case when 
ΓAB  is a Pythagorean triangle, and we examine both the triangle  and the 
trapezoid in that case.  Finally, in Section 7 we offer three numerical examples. 
21OOO
 
                             
Figure 1 
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2. A derivation of the formula ER 4
αβγ=  
In Figure 2, a triangle ΓAB is inscribed in a circle of center O and radius R.  If θ  
is the degree (or radian) measure of the triangle’s internal angle at the vertex A; and also, 
with α=ΓB , RBB 21 =  (  is the point on the circle, antidiametrical of 1B B ), 
OBOAOR ==Γ= ; we have from the right triangle 1BBΓ , αθ =sin2R .   
Moreover, let  be the foot of the perpendicular drawn from B to the side2B ΓA ; 
and 2BBh =β .  Then, θγβ sin=h ; γβθ h=sin .  And so we obtain,  
γαγθα β
β ⋅=⇔⋅== RhhRR 22sin2 . 
Also, ββ hE ⋅= 21 , where Γ== AAB βγ , , and E stands for the area of the triangle 
ΓAB . Solving for in terms of E givesβh ββ Eh 2= ; and thus αγβ =Rh2  further yields  
E
RER
4
22 αβγαγβ =⇔=⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛⋅       (1) 
 
                                         
Figure 2 
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3. The right triangle  21OOO
 Now we go back to Figure 1.  It is easy to see that  is a right triangle, in 
fact similar to
21OOO
ΓAB .  Since  is the center of the circumscribed circle of the isosceles 
triangle , with 
1O
AOB OBAO = , it follows that  lies on the bisector of the angle 
, since that angle bisector coincides with the perpendicular bisector of 
1O
AOB< AB .  In 
other words, 1OO  is perpendicular to AB .  Thus, if ϕ  is the degree measure of the angle 
BAΓ< , then since 1OO  is parallel to AΓ  (both being perpendicular to AB ), the angles 
BAΓ<  and must have the same degree measure OBO1< ϕ , based on the relevant 
theorem of Euclidean geometry which postulates that if two parallel straight lines are cut 
by another transversal line, then any pair of two angles, one internal the other external, 
and lying on the same side of the transversal; must have the same degree measure.  Now, 
since  has degree measureOBO1< ϕ , so does the angle 1AOO< , since as we have 
explained above, the segment 1OO  lies on the bisector of the angle AOB< .  Moreover, 
since the segment 2OO  lies, by definition, on the perpendicular bisector of ΓA ; it 
follows that 2OO  is parallel to AB  (since AB  is perpendicular to ΓA  as well).  
Applying again a fundamental theorem of Euclidean geometry, which postulates that if 
two straight parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then any pair of interior alternate 
angles (i.e. lying on opposite sides of the transversal), must have the same degree 
measure.  Let ω  be the degree measure of angle OAB< .  Since the degree measure of 
the angle  is OAB< ω  (same as the measure of the angle OBA< ), it then follows that the 
degree measure of the angle  is also2AOO< ω .  Finally, since the line segment OA  lies 
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in the interior of the angle , it follows that the degree measure of the angle 
 is equal to the sum of degree measures of the angles 
12OOO<
12OOO< OAO2<  and ; 
hence it is equal to , which proves that  is a right triangle with right 
angle at .  The triangle  is similar to the triangle
1AOO<
o90=+ϕω 12OOO
O 21OOO ΓAB , since it is easily seen that 
the angle  has measureOOO 12< ω , while the angle 12OOO<  has 
measureϕ .  
 
Immediate Observations 
With ΓB α= , β=ΓA , γ=AB ; we have 
TOATBMOMOMM ======Γ 41122 α  
2
α==Γ= BOOAO  
2
β==Γ KAK .   
The following seven angles have the same degree measureϕ : 
BAΓ< , , , 1AOO< OBO1< 1OAO< , AOΓ< , OOM 22< , and . OOO 21<
On the other hand the following angles have degree measureω : 
BAΓ< , , OAB< 21OAO< , OOO 12< , OAO2< . 
Also, we have BOAOOOR 1111 ===  and AOOOOR 2222 =Γ== , where  is the 
radius of triangle ’s circumscribed circle;  the radius of triangle ’s 
circumscribed circle. 
1R
AOB 2R ΓAO
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4. Computing the lengths , and 21, RR 21OO  
  If  and  are the areas of the isosceles triangles  and  respectively; 
and E the area of the triangle 
1E 2E AOB ΤAO
ΓAB  then, 
42
1
21
βγ=== EEE     (2) 
Combining (1) and (2) we see that,  
( ) ( )
βγ
γαα ⋅⋅=== 22
4 1
11 E
ABOBOA
ROO ; 
similarly,   
( ) ( )
βγ
βαα ⋅⋅=ΓΓ== 22
4 2
22 E
AOOA
ROO . 
Altogether, 
γ
α
β
α
4
4
2
2
2
1
=
=
R
R
      (3) 
Let 11MOx = .  From the congruent right triangles  and , we see that TOO1 OMO 11
TOMO 111 = ; and so xTO =1  as well.  Similarly we have TOMOy 222 == .  
Consequently, 
yxTOTOOO +=+= 2121      (4) 
From the right triangle , OOM 11 ( ) 22416162421 224(3)by  βαβααβαα −⋅=−=−= Rx ; 
2
4 γβα=x ; βαγ4=x   (since ).  Working similarly with the triangle  
we find that
222 γβα += OOM 22
γ
αβ
4=y .  Putting these two together, 
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γ
αβ
β
αγ
4
,
4
== yx      (5) 
From (4) and (5) γ
αβ
β
αγ
4421 +=⇒ OO ; which when combined with  
gives, 
222 γβα +=
βγ
α
4
3
21 =OO       (6) 
Also, the area of the right triangle  is equal to21OOO 2121 RR⋅ ; which when combined with 
(3) yields, 
Area of triangle βγ
α
32
4
21 =OOO      (7) 
 
5. The nearby trapezoid  1221 MMOO
 We have already computed, in terms of βα , , andγ ; three of the four sidelengths 
of this trapezoid.  Namely, the lengths xMOOO =1121 , , and yMO =22  according to 
formulas (5) and (6).  The fourth sidelength is 41 α=OM . 
 Moreover, the area of the trapezoid  is given by, area of 1221 MMOO
( ) ( )421211221 αyxMMyxMMOO +=⋅+= , and by using (5) and  we arrive at, 222 γβα +=
Area of trapezoid βγ
α
16
4
1221 =MMOO      (8) 
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There are two diagonals 21OM  and 21MO  of the trapezoid .  Let  and  
be their lengths respectively.  From the right triangles  and  we obtain 
(since 
1221 MMOO 2d 1d
121 MMO 212 MMO
221
α=MM ) ( )2221 α+= xd  and ( )2222 α+= yd .   
 Implementing (5) further gives, 
22
2
22
1 44
,4
4
γβγ
αβγβ
α +=+= dd      (9) 
 
6. When ΓAB  is a Pythagorean triangle 
 In this section we venture a bit into number theory.  If all three sidelengths 
γβα ,,  are integers, then the triangle ΓAB  is what is commonly referred to as a 
Pythagorean triangle.  Clearly then, formulas (3) and (6) tell us that the sidelengths 
2121 ,, OORR  of the triangle, while not necessarily integers, are certainly rational 
numbers. 
 Since { }γβα ,,  is a Pythagorean triple, as it is well known (may refer to [1], [2], 
or [3]) we must have, 
( ) ( ) ( ) ,,2, 2222 nmmnnm −==+= δγδβδα       (10) 
for some positive integers nm,,δ  such that ( ) 1, =nm  (i.e. m and n are relatively prime), 
, and (mod 2) (i.e. m and n have different parities – one of them is odd, 
the other even). 
nm > 1≡+ nm
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 (Note:  Obviously, ( ) ( )mnnm 2,22 δγδβ =−= ; is the other possibility.  But there 
is no need to distinguish between two cases, since β  and γ  are interchangeable, there is 
no additional information about β  or γ  given here). 
 That the above parametric formulas (involving three parameters: m,δ , and n) 
generate the entire family of Pythagorean triples is a well-known fact in number theory.  
Almost every undergraduate text or book in number theory, has some material on 
Pythagorean triangles (typically the parametric formulas and their derivation and some 
exercises on Pythagorean triples.) 
 Let us apply formulas (10) on (3), (6), and (7).  After some algebra we obtain, 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )22
4222
21
22
322
2122
22
2
222
1
64
  triangleof Area
8
,
4
,
8
nmmn
nmOOO
nmmn
nmOO
nm
nmR
mn
nmR
−
+=
−
+=−
+=+=
δ
δδδ
     (11) 
 
Likewise (5), (8), and (9) when combined with (10); they produce 
 
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )
( ) ( )( )22
422422
2
422422
1
22
4222
1221
22
222222
2
,
8
14 And
32
  trapezoidof Area
2
,
8
nm
nnmmnmd
mn
nnmmnmd
nmmn
nmMMOO
nm
nmmny
mn
nmnmx
−
+−+=+++=
−
+=
−
+=−+=
δδ
δ
δδ
     (12) 
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Now, let us consider the question:  for what choice of the parameter δ , are all three 
rationals 2121 ,, OORR  actually integers?  First note that since ( ) 1, =nm  and 
, it follows that, ( 2mod1≡+ nm )
( ) ( )( ) 18, 21 2222 =−+ tt nmmnnm , 
for any values of the nonnegative integer exponents  and .  (This can be assigned as 
an exercise in an elementary theory course).  
1t 2t
 This then proves that, 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )223222222222 8,4,18, nmmnnmnmnmmnnm −+=−+==+       (13) 
 
Further, we also know from number theory that if an integer a divides the product of 
integers b and c; and ( ) .  Then a must be a divisor of c.  For this, refer to [1] or 
[3]. 
bc
1, =ba
  
 Which shows that in view of (13) and formulas (11), and in order for all three 
2121 ,, OORR  to be integers, it is necessary and sufficient that δ  be divisible by all three 
integers ( )224,8 nmmn − , and ( )228 nmmn − .  We need one more basic result from 
number theory. 
  
An integer δ  is divisible by the positive integers  if, and only if, raaa ,,, 21 K δ  is 
divisible by L, the least common multiple of  (L being the smallest positive 
integer divisible by the r numbers). 
raaa ,,, 21 K
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 Applying the above with ( )2221 4,8 nmamna −== , and ( )223 8 nmmna −= .  
Their least common multiple is ( )228 nmmnL −=  (the reader should verify). 
  
The right triangle  is a Pythagorean one, precisely when 21OOO ( )228 nmmnK −⋅=δ , 
where K can be any positive integer. 
 
  
A Pythagorean triangle is called primitive, if its three sidelengths have no factor in 
common, other than 1.  When 1=δ , and only then, the triangle ΓAB  is primitive.  In 
that case, all three sidelengths 2121 ,, OORR  of triangle  are proper rational 
numbers, none of them being an integer.  On the other hand, if 
21OOO
( )228 nmmnK −⋅=δ , 
both right triangles ΓAB  and  are nonprimitive;  is nonprimitive since 
 is a common factor in the case of , and 
21OOO 21OOO
( 222 nm + ) 21, RR 21OO .  In conclusion, if 
 is a Pythagorean triangle, it is always nonprimitive. 21OOO
 Next, we apply similar considerations to the trapezoid , whose 
sidelengths are 
1221 MMOO
21,, OOyx , and 
( )
2221
22 nmMM +== δα . 
 Using the same type of reasoning (as in the case of the triangle ), and by 
virtue of formulas (12) and conditions (13), we see once again that, 
21OOO
 
As in the case of triangle , the trapezoid  will have all four of its 
sidelengths integers if, and only if, 
21OOO 1221 MMOO
( )228 nmmnK −⋅=δ , where K is a positive integer.  
Also, in this case, the trapezoid’s area will also be an integer, as (12) clearly shows. 
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 And this brings us to the last question in this paper. 
 What about the diagonal lengths  and  in (12), for 1d 2d ( )228 nmmnK −⋅=δ ?  
Can either of them be an integer?  The answer is no, neither  nor  can be integers 
when 
1d 2d
( )228 nmmnK −⋅=δ .  First, as we can easily see from (12),  will be an integer 
for those integer values of 
1d
δ , if and only if, the real number 4224 14 nnmm ++  is an 
integer.  Similarly  will be an integer precisely when 2d
4224 nnmm +−  is an integer. 
 Consider the following result from number theory. 
 
Let r and l  be positive integers.  Then r l  (the rth root of ) is a rational number if, and 
only if,  is the rth power of some positive integer i; that is .  Equivalently, 
l
l ri=l r l  is 
either an integer or an irrational number; the former occurring precisely when .  In 
particular, the square root (the case 
ri=l
2=r ) of l  will be either an integer or an irrational 
number, the former occurring exactly when , for some positive integer i.  The 
interested reader may refer to [1] or [3]. 
2i=l
)
 
 Applying this to  above, we see that  will be integer precisely when 
, for some positive integer i.  Which means that (  would be 
a solution in positive integers, to the Diophantine equation .  
According to L.E. Dickson’s monumental book (see [2]), Euler was the first historically 
known individual to prove that all the solutions to the above equations are given by, 
1d 1d
24224 14 innmm =++ inm ,,
24224 14 zyyxx =++
24, δδ === zyx , 
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where δ  can be any positive integer. 
 Thus, under the condition ( ) 1, =yx , the above equation has only one solution, 
namely .  The integers m and n satisfy the same condition, .  But 
m and n have different parities (one is even; the other odd); thus, 
4,1 === zyx ( ) 1, =nm
( ) ( )1,1, ≠nm , which 
clearly shows that  cannot really be a solution to the Diophantine equation 
, and so, 
( inm ,, )
24224 14 zyyxx =++ 4224 14 nnmm ++  must be an irrational number. 
 We argue similarly in the case of :  in order for  to be rational, it is 
necessary and sufficient that 
2d 2d
24224 innmm =+− , for some positive integer i; 
, which means that 24224 innmm =+− ( )inm ,,  would be a solution, in positive integers, 
to the Diophantine equation . 24224 zyyxx =+−
 L. Pocklington has proved (see [4]) , that all the solutions in positive integers, of 
the last equation, are given by , where 2, δδ === zyx δ can be any positive integer.  
Under the condition ( ) , there is only one solution, 1, =yx 1=== zyx .  Since ( ) 1, =nm , 
and , once more we see that ( 2mod1≡+ nm ) ( )inm ,,  above cannot be a solution.  Thus, 
4224 nnmm +−  must be an irrational number.  Pocklington’s proof is also succinctly 
presented in W. Sierpinski’s book (see [3]). 
 
When ΓAB is a Pythagorean triangle, the two diagonal lengths  and  are always 
irrational numbers. 
1d 2d
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 In a paper by S. Sastry (see [5]), a family of Heron Quadrilaterals was presented.  
These are quadrilaterals which have all four sidelengths integers, integral area, and 
integral diagonal lengths. 
 
For ( )228 nmmnK −=δ , the family of trapezoids  obtained, are never Heron 
Quadrilaterals.  They have all four sidelengths 
1122 OMMO
yxOO ,,1 , and 2α  being integers, integral 
area, but the two diagonal lengths  and  are always irrational numbers. 1d 2d
 
 Finally, for ( )228 nmmnK −=δ , the formulas in (11) and (12), and including 
βα ,2 , and γ ; yield 
( )( ) ( )2222 2 nmmnKR +⋅= , ( )32221 nmKOO +⋅=   222221 nmnmKR +−= , 
Area of triangle ( )( )42222221 nmnmmnKOOO +−⋅⋅=  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )22222222 4, nmmnKynmnmKx +⋅⋅⋅=+⋅−=  
Area of trapezoid ( )( )4222221221 2 nmnmmnKMMOO +−⋅=  
( )( ) 422422221 14 nnmmnmnmKd +++−=  
 ( ) 4224222 4 nnmmnmmnKd +−+⋅=  
( )( ) ( ) ( )2222222 16,42 nmmnKnmnmmnK −⋅=+−⋅⋅= βα  
   ( )2228 nmmnK −⋅=γ  
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7. Numerical Examples 
Table 1 (For triangle ΓAB ) 
 α  β  γ  
1,2,1 === nmK  240 192 144 
2,3,1 === nmK  3120 2880 1200 
1,4,1 === nmK  8160 3840 7200 
 
 
 
Table 2 
                                             Area                                                                                        Area 
1R  2R  21OO  21OOO  x  
y  2α  1d  2d  1221 MMOO
1,2,1 === nmK  75 100 125 3750 45 80 120 6115  1340  7500 
2,3,1 === nmK  845 2028 2197 856830 325 1872 1560 60165  601312 1713660 
1,4,1 === nmK  4335 2312 4913 5011260 3825 1088 4080 481255  481272 10022520 
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8. Closing Remarks 
Remark 1:  It easily follows from (3) and ; that 222 γβα +=
2
4
22
2
2
1
1411 ⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛=⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
ααRR  .     (14) 
Equation (14) implies the existence of a right triangle with leglengths 
1
1
R  and 21R ; and 
hypotenuse length 
4
1
α .  Note that each of the line segments 122 ,, OMOMMΓ , and BM 1 , 
in Figure 1, has length 4α .  Now, given a line segment DE  of length l , one can 
construct, in standard Euclidean fashion, a line segment having length l1 , as illustrated in 
Figure 3:  Just draw the line perpendicular to DE  (standard Euclidean construction) and 
choose on it a point F, so that 1=FE .  Then draw the perpendicular at F to the line 
segment DF , and let it intersect the straight line on which DE  lies, at the point G.  The 
three right triangles EDF , , and , are all similar; and from the similarity, it 
follows that 
EFG FDG
ll
1
1
1; =⇔== EGEG
FE
EG
DE
FE
. 
Thus, given three line segments with lengths , and 2,1 RR α  mentioned above; we can 
construct three line segments having lengths; 
421
111 ,, αRR , and from there the above-
mentioned right triangle. 
 One wonders what properties this right triangle may have.  Note that it would be 
similar to ΓAB ; since βγ=21RR , by (3). 
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Figure 3 
 
Remark 2:  From Figure 1, ; and .  Also 
(from Figure 1 or by (3)) note that 
ooo 904500 <<<<⇔<< ωϕβγ o90=+ϕω
210 β<< R  and 220 R<< γ . By (3), it is clear that 
γ=1R  if, and only if, β=2R .  A brief calculation shows that this occurs precisely when 
( ) ( ) 0144 222 =+−⇔=+ γβγββγγβ .  Solving this quadratic equation yields, 
32tan −== γβω  or 32 + .  But 1tan >ω ; and so, o75tan32tan =+=ω  (see note 
below);  in this case. o75=ω
The following can be readily established: 
1) . βγωϕ <<<<⇔<<<< 21060450 RRooo
2) ; then ooo 60450 =<<< ωϕ αβγϕ α 232 ,,30 === o ; βγ <=<< 210 RR .  In 
this case, all four points , and ; are aligned. TOB ,, 1 2O
3) . βγωϕ <<<<⇔<<<<< 2107560450 RRoooo
4) .  In this case ooooo 15;7560450 ==<<<< ϕωϕ γ=1R  and β=2R .  The 
right triangles ΓAB  and are congruent. 21OOO
5) . 210907560450 RR <<<<⇔<<<<<< βγωϕ ooooo
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Note:  With regard to the  angle.  By using the double-angle identity for the tangent 
and 
o75
3
130tan =o ; one can establish 3215tan −=o .  Thus, 
( )( ) 3215cot75tan 34 323232 3232 115tan1 +====== −++− +−ooo . 
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